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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
APPLICATION FOR PROGRAM VALIDATION 
This proposal will be sent to MTCU for Approval for Funding      _____ Yes    No 
 
 
1. College: Fanshawe College 
 
2. College contact person responsible for this proposal: 
    Name: David Belford 
    Title: Dean, Faculty of Business 
    Telephone: 519-452-4430 ext. 4371 
    Electronic mail: dbelford@fanshawec.ca 
 
3. Proposed Program Title: Hospitality and Tourism Operations Management 
 
4. Proposed Credential: (please indicate below) 
     Local Board Approved Certificate  
    Ontario College Certificate  
    Ontario College Diploma  
    Ontario College Advanced Diploma  
    Ontario College Graduate Certificate  
 
5. Proposed Program Outcomes: 
    Please complete and attach the two Program Maps (Appendix A - Form 1 and Form 2) 
 
6. Proposed Program Description: 
    Please complete and attach the Program Description Form (Appendix B) 
 
7. Proposed Program Curriculum: 
    Please complete and attach the Program Curriculum Form (Appendix C) 
 
8. Proposed Program Certification/Accreditation: 
    Please complete and attach the Regulatory Status  Form (Appendix D) 
 
9. Date of Submission 27 January, 2015. 
 
10. Date of CVS Response: 29 January, 2015.  
 
11. Validation Decision: 
     Proposal Validated (APS Number: FANS 04005) 




Signed on behalf of CVS: Karen Belfer 
 
Send the completed form and required appendices to:  belfer@ocqas.org . For detailed information on how to complete the Application for Program Validation, 
please refer to the Application Instructions document. For any additional information contact: The Ontario College Quality Assurance Service, 20 Bay Street, 
Suite 1600, Toronto, ON M5J 2N8; or by telephone at (647) 258-7682.
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS 
(Vocational Program Outcomes & Essential Employability Skills Outcomes) 
 
Vocational Program Learning Outcomes: 
 
Form 1 (attached) is provided to assist you in mapping your proposed program vocational learning outcomes against existing 
vocational outcomes found in either Provincial Program Standards or in Provincial Program Descriptions. When completing this 
form, please be sure to include the MTCU code (where applicable) for the program category being referenced. 
 
Where there is a relevant Provincial Program Standard, the approved Vocational Learning Outcomes must appear in the first 
column, followed by your proposed program vocational learning outcomes.  
 
Where there are no Provincial Program Standards, the first column will contain program outcomes from the Provincial Program 
Description. Again, your proposed program vocational learning outcomes will be added in the middle column.  
 
NOTE: Both these types of documents can be obtained from staff at the CVS or at the Colleges Unit, MTCU. Electronic 
copies of the Program Descriptions can be found at http://caat.edu.gov.on.ca/HTMLpages/Programs while electronic 
copies of the Provincial Program Standards can be found at http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/general/progstan/index  
 
If there are no such programs in the province, this information will be provided in the left column. The proposed vocational 
program outcomes must be written in the middle column. 
 
The last column will contain a list of the relevant curriculum proposed in your program to address the outcome in a manner that 
ensures the graduate will have reliably demonstrated the required skill or ability. Course numbers or course codes, 
corresponding to those provided in your list of courses (Appendix C), are sufficient in this column. 
 
Essential Employability Skills Outcomes: 
 
A mapping of the Essential Employability Skills (EES) will be done on Form 2 (attached).  
 
The instructions / requirements for this map are the same as for the Vocational Program Map. The first three columns contain the 
approved skill categories, the defining skills, and the EES learning outcomes. The last column will contain the proposed 
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS 
Form 1 - Vocational Program Outcomes 
 
PROVINCIAL PROGRAM STANDARD VOCATIONAL 
LEARNING OUTCOMES / PROVINCIAL PROGRAM 









COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
1. Identify, select and utilize financial management 
principles, including cost accounting, management 
accounting, and audit practices and procedures. 
1. Identify, select and utilize financial management 
principles, including cost accounting, management 
accounting, and audit practices and procedures. 
 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
2. Select and implement the appropriate management 
theory and operating practices, including the 
fundamental principles underlying management 
planning, organizing, directing and controlling in a 
service-driven industry. 
2. Select and implement the appropriate management 
theory and operating practices, including the 
fundamental principles underlying management 
planning, organizing, directing and controlling in a 
service-driven industry. 
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 FDMG-6XXX – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
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Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
3. Utilize financial operating and statistical reports to assist 
in intermediate and long-term decision-making.  
3. Utilize financial operating and statistical reports to 
assist in intermediate and long-term decision-making. 
 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 FDMG-6XXX – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
4. Assess the adequacy of strategic and operational 
decisions through the application and analysis of 
appropriate financial indicators. 
4. Assess the adequacy of strategic and operational 
decisions through the application and analysis of 
appropriate financial indicators. 
 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
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Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales 
5. Utilize strategic marketing principles and techniques in 
the development of a sound organizational marketing 
plan. 
5. Develop a sound organizational marketing plan.  HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
6. Develop and implement effective customer relations; 
manage guest problems with empathy and sensitivity. 
6. Develop and implement effective customer relations 
for the Canadian hospitality industry; manage guest 
problems with empathy and sensitivity. 
 
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 FDMG-6XXX – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, &  Spirits 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship  
8. Select and utilize industry-specific and generic software 7. Select and utilize industry-specific and generic  ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
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packages relating to operational planning and 
management. 
software packages relating to operational planning and 
management. 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for 
Hospitality 
 FDMG-6XXX – Food & Beverage Practical  
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management   
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
7. Analyze the principles of organizational behaviour and 
their impact on hospitality and tourism operations to 
facilitate a successful operation. 
9. Contribute effectively to the development and 
implementation of management procedures in the 
supervision of employees; identify and utilize 
appropriate motivational and team-building techniques 
to achieve desired performance. 
8. Contribute effectively to the development and 
implementation of management procedures for the 
supervision of employees; identify and use appropriate 
organizational behaviour principles and motivational or 
team-building techniques to achieve desired 
performance. 
 FDMF-1039 – Dining for Professional Success 
 FDMG-6XXX – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
10. Identify, analyze and work within relevant government 9. Identify, analyze, and work within relevant Canadian  ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
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legislation and regulations bearing on the hospitality and 
tourism industry, including occupational health and 
safety legislation, employment standards and labour 
relations, and contract law. 
or North American government legislation and 
regulations bearing on the hospitality and tourism 
industry, including occupational health and safety 
legislation, employment standards and labour relations, 
and contract law. 
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 FDMF-1039 – Dining for Professional Success 
 FDMG-6XXX – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Internship Preparation 2 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 SANI-1002 – Sanitation & Safety 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship  
11. Define ethics, integrity and social responsibility, and 
assess their importance to hospitality administration. 
10. Maintain service standards and address business 
needs in an ethical and socially responsible manner.   
 
 
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 FDMG-6XXX – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
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 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 
12. Conceptualize and develop a new venture small 
business plan.   
11. Develop, implement, and revise strategic 
operational plans for a department or business.  
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
13. Conduct meetings and make formal presentations 
employing effective public speaking skills and 
techniques. 
12. Conduct meetings and make formal presentations 
employing effective public speaking skills and 
techniques. 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for 
Hospitality  
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Internship Preparation 2 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
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7. Analyze the principles of organizational behaviour and 
their impact on hospitality and tourism operations to 
facilitate a successful operation. 
9. Contribute effectively to the development and 
implementation of management procedures in the 
supervision of employees; identify and utilize 
appropriate motivational and team-building techniques 
to achieve desired performance. 
10. Identify, analyze and work within relevant government 
legislation and regulations bearing on the hospitality and 
tourism industry, including occupational health and 
safety legislation, employment standards and labour 
relations, and contract law. 
13. Define the regulations and standards of practice that 
govern the Canadian hospitality industry and apply that 
knowledge when providing food and beverage services, 
supervising employees, and managing the operations of 
a department or business. 
   
 
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 FDMF-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 FDMG-6XXX – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Internship Preparation 2 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, 
& Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 
 SANI-1002 – Sanitation & Safety 
10. Identify, analyze and work within relevant government 
legislation and regulations bearing on the hospitality and 
tourism industry, including occupational health and 
safety legislation, employment standards and labour 
relations, and contract law. 
14. Apply basic food preparation skills when preparing 
and presenting food as per house policy; mix and 
present alcoholic beverages that comply with Canadian 
legislation governing alcohol services 
 FDMG-6XXX – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 
 SANI-1002 – Sanitation & Safety 
 
Add additional rows as required to complete the mapping exercise.
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS 





Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 












· Speaking  
· Listening 
· Presenting 
· Visual Literacy 
 
 communicate clearly, concisely, and correctly 
in the written, spoken, and visual form that 
fulfils the purpose and meets the needs of the 
audience 
 
 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 FDMG-1021 – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Internship Preparation 2 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 
 SANI-1002 – Sanitation & Safety 
 respond to written, spoken, or visual messages 
in a manner that ensures effective 
communication 
 
 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 FDMG-1021 – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Internship Preparation 2 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 
 SANI-1002 – Sanitation & Safety 
    
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 




· Analysing and using 
numerical data 
· Conceptualizing 
 execute mathematical operations accurately  
 
 
 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 








· Creative and 
 
 apply a systematic approach to solve problems 
 
 
 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication 
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 











 FDMG-1021 – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
 SANI-1002 – Sanitation & Safety 
 




 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 FDMG-1021 – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Internship Preparation 2 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 





· Gathering and 
managing information 
· Selecting and using 
appropriate tools and 
technology for a task 
or a project 
· Computer literacy 
· Internet skills 
 
 locate, select, organize, and document 




 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Internship Preparation 2 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 SANI-1002 – Sanitation & Safety 
 
 analyse, evaluate, and apply relevant 
information from a variety of sources 
 
 
 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Internship Preparation 2 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Revenue Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 




· Team work 
· Relationship 
management 




 show respect for the diverse opinions, values, 
belief systems, and contributions of others 
 
 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 FDMG-1021 – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 
 
 interact with others in groups or teams in ways 
that contribute to effective working 
relationships and the achievement of goals 
 
 
 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 FDMG-1021 – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Internship Preparation 2 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 









· Managing self 
· Managing change and 
being flexible and 
adaptable 












 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 FDMG-1021 – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Computer Skills for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 
 SANI-1002 – Sanitation & Safety 
 take responsibility for one’s own actions, 
decisions, and consequences 
 
 
 ACCT-5012 – Managerial Accounting 
 COMM-6019 – Advanced Professional 
Communication  
 COMM-6XXX – Communication for Hospitality  
 DEVL-6015 – Internship Preparation 1 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
 FDMG-1039 – Dining for Professional 
Success 
 FDMG-1021 – Food & Beverage Practical 
 HOSP-5001 – Hospitality Human Resources 
Management  
 HOSP-6XXX – Beverages, Wines, & Spirits  
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Industry Insights 
 HOSP-6XXX – Accommodations Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Cost Control for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Internship Preparation 2 
 HOSP-6XXX – North American Tourism 
 HOSP-6XXX – Restaurant Management 
Practical 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Law & Risk 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Marketing for Hospitality 
Management 
 HOSP-6XXX – Hospitality Management 
Capstone 
 MGMT-6031 – Ethics, Social Responsibility, & 
Sustainability 
 MGMT-6042 – Organizational Performance 
 MGMT-6072 – International Sales Skills 
 MGMT-6084 – Project Management 
 PBRL-6010 – Internship 
 






Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES 





COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE (From 
Appendix C) 
 SANI-1002 – Sanitation & Safety 
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
APPENDIX B - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: (including occupational areas where it is anticipated graduates will find employment) 
 
This two-year Ontario College Graduate Certificate is designed for university and college graduates who are seeking a career 
in the hospitality and tourism industry and who have little or no experience in the Canadian or North American hospitality 
industry. This program will provide instruction in the regulations and standards of practice that govern the Canadian 
hospitality industry including food handling protocols, health and safety regulations, labour laws, and financial practices and 
procedures. Students will receive training and work experience in a Canadian hospitality service environment.  
 
The curriculum will focus on applied knowledge in the field of hospitality operations with emphasis on financial management 
and accounting, human resource management, and information systems. Students will develop their practical skills through 
the use of both manual and computerized front office systems and by serving and assisting with the management of on-
campus restaurants and kitchens. Students will develop the critical thinking, multitasking, and problem-solving skills 
necessary to manage the operational needs of businesses of varying size and complexity. They will also enhance their 
leadership and customer services skills and develop strategies for supervising and motivating a team of employees in a 
Canadian hospitality workplace.  
 
Graduates will be familiar with numerous sectors (e.g., food and beverage, accommodations) within the tourism and 
hospitality industry and will gain practical experience in one or more of those sectors. They will be equipped with the 
knowledge and skills required to assume first-line supervisory and management positions in the hospitality industry.   
 
VOCATIONAL PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES: (vocational program learning outcomes must be consistent with the 
requirements of the Credentials Framework for the proposed credential) 
 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to 
1. Identify, select and utilize financial management principles, including cost accounting, management accounting, and audit 
practices and procedures. 
2. Select and implement the appropriate management theory and operating practices, including the fundamental principles 
underlying management planning, organizing, directing and controlling in a service-driven industry. 
3. Utilize financial operating and statistical reports to assist in intermediate and long-term decision-making. 
4. Assess the adequacy of strategic and operational decisions through the application and analysis of appropriate financial 
indicators. 
5. Develop a sound organizational marketing plan. 
6. Develop and implement effective customer relations for the Canadian hospitality industry; manage guest problems with 
empathy and sensitivity. 
7. Select and utilize industry-specific and generic software packages relating to operational planning and management. 
8. Contribute effectively to the development and implementation of management procedures for the supervision of 
employees; identify and use appropriate organizational behaviour principles and motivational or team-building techniques to 
achieve desired performance. 
9. Identify, analyze, and work within relevant Canadian or North American government legislation and regulations bearing on 
the hospitality and tourism industry, including occupational health and safety legislation, employment standards and labour 
relations, and contract law. 
10. Maintain service standards and address business needs in an ethical and socially responsible manner.   
11. Develop, implement, and revise strategic operational plans for a department or business.  
12. Conduct meetings and make formal presentations employing effective public speaking skills and techniques. 
13. Define the regulations and standards of practice that govern the Canadian hospitality industry and apply that knowledge 
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when providing food and beverage services, supervising employees, and managing the operations of a department or 
business. 
14. Apply basic food preparation skills when preparing and presenting food as per house policy; mix and present alcoholic 
beverages that comply with Canadian legislation governing alcohol services.   
 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:  
 
Admission Requirements 
An Ontario College Diploma from Fanshawe College in: 
- Hospitality Management - Food and Beverage OR 
- Hospitality Management - Hotel OR 
- Tourism and Travel OR 
- Culinary Management OR 
- Golf and Club Management 
OR 
An equivalent college diploma, or a degree from another educational institution 
OR 
Professional background and experience judged by the College to be equivalent to the above 
 
English Language Requirements 
Applicants whose first language is not English will be required to demonstrate proficiency in English by one of the following 
methods: 
 A Grade 12 College Stream or University Stream English credit from an Ontario Secondary School, or equivalent, 
depending on the program's Admission Requirements 
 Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) test with a minimum score of 570 for the paper-based test (PBT), or 88 
for the Internet-based test (iBT), with test results within the last two years 
 International English Language Testing System (IELTS) test with an overall score of 6.5 with no score less than 6.0 in any 
of the four bands, with test results within the last two years 
 Canadian Academic English Language (CAEL) test with an overall score of 70 with no score less than 60 in any of the 
four bands, with test results within the last two years  
 An English Language Evaluation (ELE) at Fanshawe College with a minimum score of 75% in all sections of the test, with 
test results within the last two years 
 
Recommended Personal Preparation 
 Above average interpersonal skills 
 Ability to work successfully in both an independent and team environment 
 Keen interest in cultural diversity 
 Aptitude for language study 
 
Applicant Selection Criteria 
Where the number of eligible applicants exceeds the available spaces in the program, the Applicant Selection Criteria will be:  
1. Preference for Permanent Residents of Ontario 
2. Receipt of Application by April 1st (After this date, Fanshawe College will consider applicants on a first-come, first-served 
basis until the program is full) 
3. Achievement in the Admission Requirements 
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 






Course Title (and brief course description) 
1 DEVL-6015 Internship Preparation 1  
This course will stress the essential employability skills needed to begin a 
professional career in the Hospitality Sector. Throughout this course, the student 
will develop a professional image as it is an integral element of their career 
success and of the delivery of quality customer service. Each student will 
develop a collaborative training plan and personal career portfolio suitable for 
employment during their internship semester. A wide range of career specific 
topics will be discussed, which will enhance the student's ability to gain 
successful employment and increase his or her understanding of the importance 
of developing a career strategy. 
1 FDMG-1039 Dining for Professional Success 
Enjoy the tastes, sounds and aromas as you dine each week. This exploration of 
culture and customs in various national dining practices is designed to create an 
awareness of and develop sensitivity to different cultural behaviors and customs, 
especially for students traveling outside their own country or who will be dealing 
with people of other countries or cultures. Students will explore the influence of 
culture, religion, geography and history on dining practices around the world. 
1 SANI-1002 Sanitation & Safety 
The course is designed to introduce the students to the basic knowledge of food 
borne diseases and their modes of transmission. Personal hygiene and 
preventive measures to control food borne illness are explained. The roles of the 
public Health Department will be covered along with the local Building Codes 
and the Provincial Fire and Safety Regulations. Focus will be given to the proper 
sanitizing procedures for equipment and utensils and the proper scheduling for 
general maintenance and HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point). 
1 COMM-6XXX Communications for Hospitality 
This course develops students’ professional communication skills (both oral and 
written) for the hospitality and tourism industry. Students will analyze hospitality 
business cases to strategize, recommend, and produce a variety of documents 
using the latest industry technology and appropriate terminology for their 
workplaces. Throughout the course, students will demonstrate proficiency in 
communications and technology for a business environment reflective of the 
fast-paced hospitality industry. 
1 HOSP-6XXX Beverages, Wines, & Spirits 
Students will learn the fundamentals of wine and beverage service. Students will 
develop skills in a practical lab to mix and serve beverages in a full-service 
licenced establishment. Students will assess the client’s requirements, 
recommend, prepare, and serve beverages in a practical environment. As part of 
this course, students will complete Smart Serve Ontario’s Responsible Alcohol 
Service Training Program.     
1 HOSP-6XXX Computer Skills for Hospitality Management 
The Hospitality professional requires robust computer skills. This course 
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provides students with real-world applications of practical and common skills 
associated with graphic applications and modern spreadsheet programs. The 
functionality of Microsoft Excel continues to move the application into new 
venues such as visual interactive data presentations or sales proposals. Given 
the now commonplace nature of modern applications, it is crucial that all 
business minded professionals have a comprehensive knowledge of MS Excel 
and Adobe for business. 
2 FDMG-1021 Food & Beverage Practical 
During this practical course, the student will explore the fundamentals of formal 
service, casual dining, banquet service, and counter service. The course is 
designed to give the student the opportunity to learn serving skills and basic food 
preparation skills in a practical and safe environment through the day-to-day 
operation of the Divisional Restaurant and Deli/Cafe. Students will gain 
confidence and communication skills as they explore the many aspects of 
serving the public in North American establishments. This course will also be 
augmented with a two hour classroom segment offered prior to the practical 
experience in order to reinforce the elements of each area of service.  
2 HOSP-5001 Hospitality Human Resources Management 
The purpose of this course is to explore the intricacies of the Human Resources 
Department of a hospitality enterprise, in particular the acts and legislation 
governing employers and employees in the province of Ontario. 
Students will also have an opportunity to explore their own personal 
management style. Through problem-based learning and real-life case studies, 
they will explore the avenues to take when handling the numerous demands 
placed upon supervisors and managers and learn methods for achieving results 
through responsible supervision and management. This course will focus on the 
importance of employee engagement and how positive, progressive 
management techniques can ensure success at every level of the organization. 
2 HOSP-6XXX Accommodations Management 
The course is designed to give the student in-depth knowledge of the rooms 
division. Students will analyze strategies, tactics, key performance indicators, 
industry reports, and current trends used today to maximize front office revenue. 




Cost Control for Hospitality Management 
This course is designed to introduce the student to the techniques used in the 
control of rooms, food, beverages, and labour in North America. The student will 
be able to calculate all costs and develop a budget and forecast. Students will 
analyze the causes of variances to actual expenses and implement strategies to 
improve revenue for a hotel operation. 
2 HOSP-6XXX North American Tourism 
The hospitality industry is without a doubt one of the strongest, fastest growing 
industries today. This course is an introduction to the Canadian Tourism 
industry. Students will research and gain insight about about the beginnings of 
Canadian tourism, current industry trends, and future projections. They will also 
recognize the numerous career opportunities available to them in such areas as 
fast food, hotels, luxury cruise lines, resorts, institutions, casinos, and many 
more. 
2 HOSP-6XXX Internship Preparation 2 
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Continuing from Internship 1, students will prepare for their Level 3 internship by 
conducting real job searches and interviews within the hospitality industry. 
Students will conduct job research and apply the resume writing and interview 
skills necessary to present themselves as poised and professional. Students will 
develop and execute a collaborative action plan suitable for employment. 
3 PBRL-6010 Internship 
Internship placement education is a learning method, which allows industry 
proficient students an opportunity to broaden their professional competencies 
through ongoing mentorship. Students employed within the Tourism and 
Hospitality Industry will work for a defined period, collaboratively with an 
Internship Coach. This opportunity will see the student setting specific 
developmental goals, identifying opportunities for growth, evaluating workplace 
issues and experiences as they pertain to their personal leadership 
development. 
4 ACCT-5012 Managerial Accounting 
Managers make extensive use of financial accounting records for operational 
and strategic decision-making. This course emphasizes management accounting 
topics such as financial statement analysis, cost accounting approaches, cost 
allocation and analysis, and budgeting. This allows the student to understand the 
role of accounting in business and how accounting data is used in the decision-
making process. 
4 COMM-6019 Advanced Professional Communication  
This course focuses on refining and advancing students' communication abilities, 
from a workplace perspective, such that they prepare and demonstrate use of 
professional communication competencies to succeed in the present day 
business environment. The advanced communication tools and strategies 
learned include presentation skills, research of current issues, business 
document writing, meeting and management team strategies, business etiquette, 
and compilation of a professional career portfolio. Students learn about 
interpersonal communication, including monochromic and polychromic cultures, 
managerial communication techniques, and adaptive messaging in the 
workplace. Throughout the course, students demonstrate proficiency in group 
dynamics to reflect a workplace environment. This course requires students to 
engage in an online environment to complete assignments and communicate in 
group meetings. 
4 MGMT-6031 Ethics, Social Responsibility, & Sustainability 
Today's manager faces unique challenges and must satisfy a diverse set of 
stakeholder needs; globalization challenges; and environmental, social, ethical 
and economic issues along with an increased demand for accountability, 
transparency, and ethical decision-making. This course will assist the learner 
with recognizing and preparing for present and future responsibilities that have a 
dramatic impact on how one strategically manages oneself and a business. 
4 MGMT-6084 Project Management 
This course introduces the essentials of the project management discipline and 
prepares students to manage project teams, project schedules, budgets and 
quality requirements. Students learn the process of analyzing, creating and 
managing a functional project plan and the various project management 
processes for managing and controlling a project through to fruition. This course 
brings all of the Project Management Institute (PMI) knowledge areas of project 
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management together into a consolidated whole, and gives the student an 
understanding of project management methodologies as well as the tools and 
techniques used to plan, execute and control various types of projects. 
4 HOSP-6XXX Marketing for Hospitality Management 
This course provides an overview of the decisions managers face as they 
develop and execute marketing plans. Online marketing will be analyzed to 
understand where internet traffic is coming from and how engaged the traffic is 
with site content. Students will learn to interpret trends, make recommendations, 
and become familiar with the Google Analytics interface and its reporting 
capabilities. 
4 HOSP-6XXX Restaurant Management Practical 
In this course, students will explore formal dining, banquet service, and quick 
service. Students will have the opportunity to develop their supervisory and 
management techniques in a practical serving environment through the day-to-
day operation of a full service restaurant and Deli/Café.  
5 MGMT-6042 Organizational Performance 
Students in this course will gain an advanced understanding of how 
organizational effectiveness is dependent upon the interactions and relationships 
between individuals and teams within organizations. The content is based on 
theoretical models, the research underpinning these models and how these 
translate into the contemporary Canadian workplace. The course will examine 
topics ranging from employee motivation and performance management to 
organizational structure, culture, development and change. Students will explore 
topics around the role of individual values, perception and decision-making and 
how these can influence team dynamics and leadership. Students will complete 
a personality assessment and relate their results to course concepts. Students 
will also undertake a major case analysis applying course concepts. 
5 MGMT-6072 International Sales Skills 
Every career today requires that business people have an understanding of 
sales techniques for building long-term, strategic relationships with their 
customers. High-performance salespeople have an overall strategy for 
developing these relationships. In this course, students will be introduced to and 
learn to develop a four step process for building the necessary person-to-person 
skills, positioning a product to offer value-added solutions for unique customer 
needs; identifying why customers buy and where they come from; and focusing 
on how to take all of the previous information to solve customer problems.  
5 HOSP-6XXX Hospitality Law & Risk Management 
The hospitality industry is challenged daily with liability risks, health scares, 
natural disasters and terrorism. This course focuses on protecting customers, 
the business, brand and reputation. Students will study the Canadian legal 
system and specific regulations including that impact the hospitality 
industry. Emphasis will be in the areas of contracts, law, insurance, and permits 
and risk management practices. 
5 HOSP-6XXX Hospitality Industry Insights 
Students will attend in-depth site visits to significant tourism/hospitality 
businesses engaged in hosting the leisure and corporate client. Students will 
engage in subsequent exploration and research of related service outlets within 
close proximity, and report their findings in peer presentations, resulting in the 
compilation of case data documents for personal and professional use. 
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5 HOSP-6XXX Revenue Management 
The Hospitality professional must be able to maximize revenues with space and 
capacities constraints. Students will explore strategies to effectively manage 
inventories and prices through various channels of distribution. Using case 
studies and exploring real-time businesses, students will calculate key 
performance indicators and analyze industry reports to impact long-term revenue 
goals. 
5 HOSP-6XXX Hospitality Management Capstone 
The final project to demonstrate the core competencies required for hospitality 
management. Students will research, analyze, apply, and develop a strategic 
plan for a real hospitality case.  Students are required to submit and present a 
final project outlining specific components of a detailed solution including 
feasibility studies, market analysis, planning and implementation.  
Add additional rows as required to complete the curriculum chart. 
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
APPENDIX D – REGULATORY STATUS FORM  
MANDATORY REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 
Where licensing or certification is required by legislation for entry to practice in the profession or trade, the Ministry 
of Training, Colleges and Universities requires that colleges ensure that their programs will meet the requirements of 
the regulatory body in order to be approved for funding. 
 
   There is a legislative requirement that program graduates must be certified or licensed by a regulatory 
authority to practice or work in the occupation.   
 
      Name of regulatory authority___________________________ 
 





    (B*)  The college is working toward accreditation with the regulatory authority. 
          
         Status of application and expected date of achievement_______________ 
 
    (C*)  If the regulatory authority does not accredit educational programs directly or by an identified third 
party, has it formally acknowledged (e.g. in its published or legislated registration requirements) that 
the program graduates will be eligible to write any required certifying or registration exam or that the 




*Please submit an acknowledgement and/or evidence from the regulatory authority to support (a) or (b) 
or (c) above. 
 





Colleges may choose to have a program accredited or recognized by a voluntary membership organization or 
association. Graduate eligibility for association recognition or adherence to standards imposed by the body is not a 
requirement for program funding approval by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities. 
 
Recognition of the program by a voluntary professional body:  
 
 Is being sought:  Name of professional body: ___________________________________ 
 
             The college is working toward recognition. 
                 Status of application and expected date of achievement: ______________________ 
 
        Recognition has been received. 
       Type of recognition (e.g. accreditation, graduates eligible to write membership exams, 
etc.):________________________________________________________ 
 
 Please submit an acknowledgement and/or evidence from the voluntary association that recognition has 
been received. 
 
   Recognition is not being sought (please note there may be titling implications for programs that are not compliant 
in an area where other existing programs are). (There are no mandatory or voluntary regulatory bodies for this 
program at this time.) 
